


Happy Valentine's Day
It's Valentine's Day and we desperately need a distraction from this 
abominable winter - and the emotional doldrums that have accompanied 
it. This year - more than any other in recent memory - we all need a little 
love. 
So why not elevate the mood of the people you love? A box of chocolates, 
a heart-shaped pendant, a bouquet of red roses - even a funny valentine 
will do. Sentiment doesn't cost much. Who could resist a Valentine 
featuring Snoopy or a sweet text message? 
Valentine's Day provides us with the perfect diversion to help us get 
through the last weeks of winter. So go ahead and indulge - and give the 
local economy a boost. After all, everyone needs to know they are loved. 
Even if the great love of your life hasn't appeared, why not share some 
kind-hearted thoughts with family, friends or co-workers? 
Go ahead, do something sweet today. 
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VATICAN CITY — The decision, delivered in Latin 
and in unemotional tones by Pope Benedict XVI to 

a gathering of cardinals on Monday, came “like a 
bolt out of the blue,” one of the participants said, 
and it soon ricocheted around the world.  During 
what was supposed to be a routine meeting to 
discuss the canonization of three potential saints, 
Benedict read a statement that said, in part, that 
after examining his conscience “before God, I 
have come to the certainty that my strengths, due 
to an advanced age, are no longer suited to an 
adequate exercise” of leading the world’s one 
billion Roman Catholics. He was resigning on Feb. 
28, he said, becoming the first pope to do so in six 
centuries. “In today’s world,” Benedict said in his 
announcement, “subject to so many rapid 
changes and shaken by questions of deep 
relevance for the life of faith, in order to govern the 
bark of St. Peter and proclaim the gospel, both 
strength of mind and body are necessary, strength 
which in the last few months has deteriorated in 
me to the extent that I have had to recognize my 
incapacity to adequately fulfill the ministry 
entrusted to me.” 

Dual-nationality is not a crime: Qadri
Speaking to the media outside the Supreme Court 
after the hearing of his petition seeking the 
reconstitution of the Election Commission of 
Pakistan (ECP), Qadri said he would accept 
whatever decision was given by the court. 
According to Qadri, during proceedings the Chief 
Justice said that his (Qadri’s) petition had already 
been accepted for hearing and notices had been 
issued to parties in the case. In reply to a question 
the Tehreek-e-Minhajul Quran chief said that it 
was the right of the Supreme Court to raise 
questions about dual nationality.

Afzal Guru wrote letter to wife just before 
execution
Afzal Guru had written a letter to his wife 
Tabassum hours before he was executed on 

Saturday morning in the high security Tihar jail. 
"He penned a letter to his wife before he was taken 
to the gallows," a top official of the jail said. He said 
the letter, posted on Saturday, was written in Urdu 
but the jail authorities did not know about its 
contents. Guru, a medical college dropout and 

resident of Sopore in north Kashmir, was executed 
at 8am on Saturday and buried in the prison 
premises. On death row for over 10 years after 
conviction for his role in aiding and abetting the 
attack, a special court had sentenced Guru to 
death in December 2002 which was upheld by the 
Supreme Court on August 4, 2005. Guru was 
found guilty of conspiring and sheltering the 
militants who attacked Parliament on December 
13, 2001, in which nine persons were killed. The 
mercy plea of Guru was rejected by President 
Pranab Mukherjee on February 3. 

Navy SEAL who killed Osama bin Laden 
breaks his silence
WASHINGTON: The Navy SEAL who killed 
Osama bin Laden broke his silence on Monday, 
recounting in an interview the night he shot the al-
Qaida leader three times and the financial anxiety 

he now faces as an unemployed civilian. The 
commando kept his identity secret in the Esquire 
magazine profile but revealed his role in the daring 
May 2011 raid for the first time, as well as the 
worries he has for his family's security. "He looked 
confused. And way taller than I was expecting," 
the SEAL says of Bin Laden. When the 
commandos came upon Bin Laden in the dark on 
the third floor of his Pakistani hideout, the al-Qaida 
mastermind had his hands on his youngest wife's 
shoulders, "pushing her ahead" and there was a 
AK-47 nearby. "I don't know if she's got a vest and 
she's being pushed to martyr them both. He's got a 
gun within reach. He's a threat. I need to get a 
head shot so he won't have a chance to clack 
himself off (blow himself up)," the commando 
says.

Haqqani shows no confidence on state 
machinery
ISLAMABAD: Pakistan’s former ambassador to 
US and main character in Memogate scandal, 

Hussain Haqqani 
has stated that he 
was not satisfied 
with the measures 
adopted for his 
s e c u r i t y  i n  
Pak i s tan ,  Geo  
News reported. In 
a letter written to 
Home Department 
of Pakistan, the 
former envoy said 

these security measures were not sufficient for his 
return to the country. Haqqani said he was 
receiving threats through email and telephone 
even in the United States and the US authorities 
were investigating into it. Pakistan’s interior and 
foreign office department could confirm this from 
US. He said he could not show confidence on the 
state machinery which has continuously failed to 
protect Pakistani citizens.
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Don't play politics at Mahakumbh, SP warns BJP
The Samajwadi Party has warned the BJP not to use the 
Mahakumbh platform for politics.The BJP leaders can 
go to the Mahakumbh to seek the blessings of the seers, 
but they should not indulge in politics over there, SP 
leader Ram AshreyKushwaha said.If the BJP leaders 
use Mahakumbh for politics, the state govt will stop 
them, he said.The warning comes in the wake of 
NarendraModi's reported visit to Allahabad on February 
12 to take a holy dip.The BJP, meanwhile, reacted 
strongly to the warning and said that Mahakumbh was 
not a property of the Samajwadi Party.

NarendraModi meets PM, seeks parity in gas 
pricing
Gujarat chief minister NarendraModi met Prime 
Minister Manmohan Singh on Wednesday and 
expressed his unhappiness over the Centre's refusal to 

provide gas to the state at the same price at which it is 
given to Mumbai and Delhi."It was a very good meeting 
and we had a long discussion during which several 
different issues came up. The Prime Minister gave his 
good wishes for the development of Gujarat and the 
success of the new government. I gave an assurance 
that Gujarat will give full support to all measures taken 
for the welfare of the people," Modi said.He was talking 
to reporters after an over hour-long meeting with the 
Prime Minister at his residence. This was Modi's first 
meeting with Singh after his victory in the Gujarat 
assembly elections in December last.In a memorandum 
submitted to the Prime Minister, Modi demanded that 
Gujarat be provided gas at the same rate as places like 
Delhi and Mumbai.

President Zardari will leave political office soon, 

LHC told

Lahore: WasimSajjad, the federal government’s 
counsel in President Asif Ali Zardari’s dual office 
case, on Wednesday told the Lahore High Court 
(LHC) that the president house will not be used for 
political activities of the ruling Pakistan People’s 
Party (PPP).
The counsel submitted the federation’s in written 
answer in the LHC bench during hearing of the case in 
Lahore.Sajjad said that the president would leave his 
political office soon, adding that the president house 
would not be used for political activities.He further said 
that President Zardari was not the head of the ruling 
party. “Makhdoon Amin Fahim is the head of the PPP.”

Ex-Balochistan CM submits resignation to 

coalition leadership
Quetta: Former chief minister of Pakistan’s Balochistan 
province, NawabAslamRaisani, has sent his 
resignation to the leadership of allied political 

parties.According to sources, Rasiasni has tendered 
his resignation under the pressure of coalition 
partners.On the other hand Raisani, while talking to 
media, said he was ready to submit to whatever 
decision the coalition partners might take in this 
regard.“I will have no objections to the outcome of their 
deliberations on my fate”, he added.

Imran Khan’s PTI demands resignation of 

Zardari, reconstitution of ECP

Pakistan Tehrik-i-Insaf (PTI) on Tuesday demanded the 
reconstitution of Election Commission of Pakistan 
(ECP) as demanded by DrTahirulQadri and resignation 
of President Asif Ali Zardari before the elections.
The decisions were made during a meeting of the 
political strategy committee of the party chaired by the 
chairman Imran Khan.
The meeting demanded Asif Ali Zardari’s resignation 
stating that as co-chairman of the PPP the president 
could not do justice with his role of overseeing the 
holding of general elections, hence, his stay in the 
presidency would make the election process doubtful.
 They party also expressed concerns over the ECP’s 
failure to implement the Supreme Court’s order 
regarding delimitation and voter verification in Karachi.
PTI President MakhdoomJavedHashmi and PTI Vice 
Chairman Makhdoom Shah MahmoodQureshi briefed 
the committee on the political contacts made with 
different political parties in this regard.
About possible electoral alliances with other political 
parties, the meeting reiterated its stance that the PTI 
was ready to talk with all those political parties which are 
not part of federal or provincial governments.

Certain forces conspiring to delay elections: 

Nawaz
Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) president 
Nawaz Sharif said on Tuesday that “certain forces” were 
conspiring to delay the general elections.Nawaz Sharif 
was talking to media persons at the Jeddah airport after 

performing Umrah along with his family.Nawaz said 
postponing the 2013 elections was against the interests 
of the country and nation. He said his party would not 

allow such a delay, adding that elections would take 
place on time.The PML-N chief’s statement on a 
“conspiracy” to delay the elections came in the wake of 
similar statements from Prime Minister Raja Pervaiz 
Ashraf and Senator RazaRabbani of the PPP. Nawaz 
said that overseas Pakistanis should be allowed to vote 
in the general elections, adding that it is necessary to 
pass legislation in this regard. The PML-N chief said the 
government was reluctant to legislate as it would enable 
overseas Pakistanis to vote.He said the PML-N, if it got 
a majority in the next elections, will certainly give the 
right of vote to overseas Pakistanis.

Montreal Fashion Week Frenzy:
Does Montreal Fashion Week get more exciting than this? 
Will Smith showed up at the Arsenal Tuesday night for the 
Ralph Leroy show, and a melee - sometimes not so pretty 

as a burly bodyguard faced off against media — ensued. 
The American star, overshadowing the presence of Habs 
P.K. Subban and Brandon Prust, happened to be in town 
and was invited by one of Leroy’s models, Sarodj Bertin, 
Miss Haiti Universe 2010, who works with the designer to 
help Haiti improve its image and rebuild after the 
devastating earthquake of 2010. Celebrity brouhaha aside, 
and a riveting dance faceoff between ballerinas and Haitian 
dancers to close the Leroy show, the four-day event is 
really about fashion.
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IOC ban likely if illegal meetings continue: Arif
KARACHI: Pakistan Olympic Association (POA) 
president Lt Gen (retd) ArifHasan has once again hinted 
that the International Olympic Committee (IOC) may 
impose a ban on Pakistan if the rivals did not desist from 
trying to go ahead with their illegal designs.
 “This adamant brinkmanship by the losers is leading 

Pakistan’s sports towards ignominy and disaster. We at 
the POA don’t wish it to happen and that is why we 
would not just protect our independence and integrity in 
line with our mandate according to the Olympic Charter 
but also try to save Pakistan from losing face owing to 
the ambition of a misguided few,” Arif told a press 
conference in Lahore on Tuesday. “My question to all 
those with dubious intent and even more dubious 
credentials, the losers with no legs to stand on, is why 
they cannot wait. When the IOC has already called the 
POA and the PSB to Lausanne on February 15, why are 
things being taken to a head now? Why can these 
elements not wait for the outcome of that meeting?” Arif 
questioned. “Because they know that they have no 
legal, moral or constitutional standing and also what the 
IOC verdict would be,” he said. 

Dual-nationality is not a crime: Qadri 
ISLAMABAD: Tehreek-e-Minhajul Quran Chief Tahirul 
Qadri said that dual-nationality was not a crime in 
Pakistan nor was it prohibited in the constitution. 

Speaking to the media outside the Supreme Court after 
the hearing of his petition seeking the reconstitution of 
the Election Commission of Pakistan (ECP), Qadri said 
he would accept whatever decision was given by the 

court. According to Qadri, during proceedings the Chief 
Justice said that his (Qadri’s) petition had already been 
accepted for hearing and notices had been issued to 
parties in the case. In reply to a question the Tehreek-e-
Minhajul Quran chief said that it was the right of the 
Supreme Court to raise questions about dual 
nationality. 

QuaderMollah gets LIFE TERM
Amid Jamaat's countrywide hartal and threats of 
anarchy, the International Crimes Tribunal-2 yesterday 

sentenced top Jamaat-e-Islami leader Abdul 
QuaderMollah to life in prison for committing crimes 
against humanity during the Liberation War. The 65-
year-old has been found guilty of five wartime criminal 
offences.In two of the five incidents, at least 350 
Bangalees were killed and a girl was raped for each of 
which the three-member tribunal awarded him life 
sentence (30 years). He also got 15 years' 
imprisonment for his complicity in each of the three 
other criminal offences in which six people were killed. 
He also got 15 years' imprisonment for each of the three 
other criminal incidents in which six people were 
killed."As the convict Abdul QuaderMollah is sentenced 
to imprisonment for life, the sentence of imprisonment 
for 15 years will naturally get merged into the sentence 
of imprisonment for life," the tribunal said in its order. 
Mollah, assistant secretary general of Jamaat, was in 
the dock when the three judges read out the summary of 
the verdict in parts, which took one and a half hours. The 
full verdict is 132 pages long and has 429 paragraphs.

Preity to Celebrate 38th Birthday 
Bollywood actress PreityZinta will celebrate her 38th 

birthday on Wednesday.Born on January, 31, 1975 in 
Shimla, capital of Himachalpardesh state, Preity made 
her debut in 1998, playing supporting role in Dil Se.She 
first appeared as a heroine in Soldier. The movie was a 
success. Pretty played key roles in Mission Kashmir, 
DilChataHai, ChoriChoriChupkayChupkay, Koi Mil 
Gaya, Kal Ho Na Ho, Veerzara, Salam Namastay, Krish, 
KabiAlwida Na Kehna. Also appeared in Punjabi and an 
English movie.

Grammy awards 2013: 
Gotye, FUN. and Mumford take top prizes
One of the night's most anticipated performers, Justin 
Timberlake and Jay-Z lend some class and excitement 
to the evening’s telecast. Justin Timberlake performed 
his new song Suit & Tie, sharing a stage with an equally 
suited Jay Z as a big band struck up behind them.He 

made his long-awaited return to the spotlight with his 
first televised performance since he released Suit & Tie 
in January, his first new song in five years.  Its four years 
since he was on a Grammy stage. There were also 
powerful performances from Rihanna and Mumford & 
Sons. Carrie Underwood won the Grammy for best 
country solo performance for her hit Blown Away. Singer 
Taylor Swift performed the opening number at the 55th 
Annual Grammy Awards at Staples Center in Los 
Angeles. Mumford & Sons won the night's top award as 
the Grammys were handed out Sunday night in Los 
Angeles. TV personality Ellen DeGeneres, left, and 
singer Beyonce speak onstage. The British alt-rockers' 
Babel was declared album of the year, during an 
evening when glory was spread among numerous 

artists. The Black Keys made a strong showing with four 
awards and both Gotye and Skrillex took three. Ohio 
rockers The Black Keys, formed by Dan Auerbach and 
Patrick Carney, went home with three Grammys 
including best rock album for El Camino. Auerbach also 
won the prestigious producer of the year in the non-
classical category, giving him a total of four.  Jay-Z and 
Kanye West walked off with three trophies, two for their 
collaboration N****s in Paris and one for their song 
Mercy, which also featured R&B star Frank Ocean.

Top category winners 
Album Of The Year: 
Babel (Mumford & Sons)
Record Of The Year: 
Somebody That I Used To Know
New Artist: 
FUN.
Song Of The Year: 
We Are Young (FUN.) - Jack Antonoff, Jeff Bhasker, 
Andrew Dost and Nate Ruess
Pop Vocal Album:
Stronger (Kelly Clarkson)
Rock Album: 
El Camino (The Black Keys)
Alternative Album: 
Making Mirrors (Gotye)
R&B Album: 
Black Radio (Robert Glasper Experiment)
Rap Album:
 Take Care (Drake)
Country Album:
 Uncaged (Zac Brown Band)



Thirty four of Pakistan's best and emerging fashion 
designers gathered in London's Garden for two days 
November2012 to show off some of the best creative 
talent in Pakistan today. This issue will feature Namrah 
and Zainab Mushtaq:

RabS by Namrah:
 Launched her Fashion label about two years back and 
soon she gained immense fame; particularly because of 

her bridal and couture and lines. Rabs by Namrah of 
Rabs is also getting recognition because of the uniquely 
designed embellishments and embroideries. R BY N is 
an inspired label by historical culture & romance.
RabS by Namrah is continuously launching her Fashion 
assortments internationally. RabS is highlighting her 
name along with the name of the country in front of the 

world’s Fashion market. In the year 2011, Fashion 
designer RabS represented Pakistan and her label 
Rabs by Namrah at the International level in 
Manchester , London and proved to be the best country 
presentation, best ensemble, best designer and best 
role model for single mothers. At that Fashion affairs, 

five other well known desingers also participated and 
showcased the Fashion statement of their respected 
countries.

Zainab Mushtaq:
Zainab graduated from National College Of Arts, 
Lahore, Pakistan and soon unleashed her creativity by 
pursuing her passion for unique and elegant fashion 
inspired by the beauty of femininity. She felt every 
woman has the right to elegant dressing provided she is 
offered with a variety of choices. Ethereal silhouettes 
meet an architectural elegance in Zainab's collection 
use of sheer, fluid fabrics and unconventional details 
evoke a dream like sensibility that is effortlessly suited 

to the season. Glittering Swarovskis don the 
contemporary necklines while the flattering silhouette 
look chic no matter. Zainab is an invitation to join a place 
where there are no boundaries to what you can achieve.
She has always felt the liberty to create. Her 
multicultural background and exposure led her to work 
for some International companies where she learnt to 
perfect the designs and finishing. Her unique designs 
reflect in a layer of embroidery, shimmering crystals and 
colorful cutouts.Developing aesthetic knowledge 
through extensive research and creating relevant 
modern pieces that celebrate traditional artistry while 

exploring a vibrant colour palette.Zainab has classically 
elegant designs that make a woman look utterly 

glamorous. If you dont have a normal woman's 
expectation of walking into a party and you are thinking 
about an entrance then ZM is your choice.
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IS IT REAL LOVE???
Is it love, or a mutual strangulation society? 

1. I can live without you, no problem.
It sounds so tragically deep to say that losing your 
lover's affections would make life unlivable—but have 
you ever been in a relationship with someone whose 
survival truly seemed to depend on your love? 
Someone who sat around waiting for you to make life 
bearable, who threatened to commit suicide if you ever 
broke up? Or have you found yourself on the grasping 
side of the equation, needing your partner the way you 
need oxygen? The emotion that fuels this kind of 
relationship isn't love; it's desperation. It can feel 
romantic at first, but over time it invariably fails to meet 
either partner's needs.

The statement "I can't survive without you" reflects not 
adult attraction but infancy. The hunger for total 
nurturing usually means we're in the middle of a 
psychological regression, feeling like abandoned 
infants who need parenting now, now, now!
 If this is how you feel, don't start looking for love. Start 
therapy instead.
 Counseling can teach you how to get your needs met by 
the only person responsible for them: you. The "I can't 
live without you" syndrome ends when we learn to care 
for ourselves as tenderly and attentively as a good 
mother. At that point, we're ready to form stable, lasting 
attachments that can last a lifetime. "I can live without 
you" is an assurance that sets the stage for real love.

2. My love for you will definitely change.
Most human beings seem innately averse to change. 
Once we've established some measure of comfort or 
stability, we want to nail it in place so that there's no 
possibility of loss.

The reason is that everything—and everyone—is 
constantly changing. We age, grow, learn, get sick, get 
well, gain weight, lose weight, find new interests, and 
drop old ones. And when two individuals are constantly 
in flux, their relationship must be fluid to survive. Many 
people fear that if their love is free to change, it will 
vanish. The opposite is true. A love that is allowed to 
adapt to new circumstances is virtually indestructible.
 Infatuation relaxes into calm companionship, then 
flares again as we see new things to love about each 
other. In times of trouble and illness, obligation may feel 
stronger than attraction—until one day we realize that 
hanging in there through troubled times has bonded us 
more deeply than ever before. Like running water, 
changing love finds its way past obstacles. Freezing it in 

place makes it fragile, rigid, and all too likely to shatter.
3. You're not everything I need.
Monogamy is acceptable in our culture but it’s puzzling 
when partners claim that their romantic partner is the 
only person they need in their lives or that their time 
together is the only activity necessary for emotional 
fulfillment. Humans are designed to live in groups, 
explore ideas, and constantly learn new skills. Trying to 
get all this input from one person is like trying to get a full 
range of vitamins by eating only ice cream. When a 
couple believes "We must fulfill all of each other's 
needs," each becomes exhausted by the effort to be all 
things to the other and neither can develop fully as an 
individual.

It is amazing how often significant others feel 
threatened when the respective spouses revive 
childhood passions or take up new hobbies. 
Do remember that it is HEALTHY to have MY TIME 
incorporated in our daily lives. Sacrificing all our 
individual needs doesn't strengthen a relationship. 
Mutually supporting each other's personal growth does.

4. I won't always hold you close.
There's a thin line between a romantic statement like "I 
love you so much, I want to share my life with you until 
death do us part" and the lunatic-fringe anthem "I love 
you so much that if you try to leave me, I'll kill you." 
People who say such things love others the way spiders 
love flies; they love to capture them, wrap them in 
immobilizing fetters, and drain nourishment out of them 
at peckish moments. This is not the kind of love you 
want.

The way you can tell real love from spider love is simple: 
Possessiveness and exploitation involve controlling the 
loved one, whereas true love is based on setting the 
beloved free to make his or her own choices. You are not 
the victim but the crafty spider, withholding and using 
manipulation to control your mate's feelings and 
actions. Either strategy means that someone is being 
held too close, wrapped in spider silk.

Getting out of this sticky situation is simple: Tell the truth, 
the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. Begin by 
taking responsibility for your own choices—including 
the choice to obey the spider man who may have you in 
his thrall. Then communicate your real feelings, needs, 
and desires to your partner, without trying to force the 
reaction you want. If your relationship can't thrive in the 
clear light of honesty, it is better to get out of it than to 
sink further into manipulation and control.

5. You and I aren't one.
Perhaps you are a chameleon who morphs to match the 
one you love. Or you may find partners who conform to 
your personality. Either way, you're not in a healthy 
relationship. In fact, you're not in a relationship at all.
The denial of self ultimately turns into resentment, 

poisoning several close relationships. If you're living by 
the "We are one" ideal, it's high time you found out how 

terrific love for two can be. Follow your heart in a 
direction your partner wouldn't go. Dare to explore your 
differences. Agree to disagree. If you tend to dominate, 
you'll find out how interesting it is to love an actual 
person rather than a human mirror.
There's no essential difference between real love and 
enlightenment. While many people see commitment as 
a trap, its healthy versions actually brings out the flavor 
of their true selves, and build a love that is satisfying, 
lasting, and altogether delicious.

Valentine's Day is not a festival, Is Valentine’s 
Day part of globalization? 
Globalization has few rituals and festivals to mark its 
events, the rhythms and transitions of its history.Beyond 
the economic canon it needs an attic of 'saints', symbols 
to mark the everyday rituals of commodification. We 
needed something to mark the use of new spares like 
malls and Baristas, Café days, the industrialization of 
the New Year card embodied in Archies.  A marker in 
time as an ode to the new spaces. A collective ode to the 
new individualism, the extension of teens to the age of 

35. Submit this requirement to a lazy ad agency and you 
get Valentines Day.
Valentine's Day is not a festival. A festival has its roots in 
a cosmology, it breathes seasons, epics, history. It has a 
mythical ambience, a religious feeling. Eid, Christmas, 
Diwali and Rakhi are festivals.
They are even marked by conspicuous consumption but 
they are not rituals of commoditization. As festivals they 
transcend the merely economic. Valentine's Day is not a 
festival. 
Valentine's Day coalesces around the idea of romance, 
the solidarity of the greeting card, a sense of the new 
spaces of individualism like mother’s day or father’s day.
Have a coffee, a few pastries, give a flower and a card to 
the girl you like. A sense of possibilities made more 
possible by its economics.There is nothing religious in it 
except the commoditization. When you celebrate it, 
don't look for meaning, just the quantum of the billing.
Globalisation needs non-events it can commodify into a 
cash nexus. Freedom in this domain depends on the 
silly, the sentimental, the superficial woven into a 
spectacle.
The drama of conviviality as embodied in new urban 
spaces needed a logo. And the minor gods of 
commodification created Valentine's Day. Every 
advertising agency needs a fundamentalist group to 
work in loose collaboration with it. That is the true 
structure of Valentine's Day.
So are Chocolates and roses passé or is Valentine's 
Day still about surprise gifts, luxurious dinner, red roses, 
chocolates, designer jewelry, books and apparel 
appropriate for the occasion.
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Is dating an effective preparation for marriage for 
the E-Generation?
“Hanging out” is replacing traditional dating, and 

attributes this change partly to “asynchronous 
communication,” such as texting and emailing. Both 
sexes are pretty much clueless in terms of initiating 

anything that might resemble a courtship/dating 
process.
But don’t blame it on technology. We all have a choice in 
t e r m s  o f  i n d u l g i n g  i n  
narcissistic/voyeuristic/exhibitionist/attention-seeking 
modes of expression such as Facebook, texting or 
whatever. It is too easy to hide behind a screen rather 
than be accountable, responsible and authentic in our 
communications, in person or over the phone. Most 
teenagers date because it is the thing to do. It is an 
established cultural norm to be followed without further 
question.

In earlier times, all courtship included rigid supervision 
and protection of the female. It was built on the premise 
of family introductions, and the focus was on the father's 
role in establishing a new family, hence the question in 
the marriage ceremony, "Who gives this woman away?"
In our day, dating arrangements are made entirely by 
young people apart from parental involvement. The 
date is planned by young people with a known 
expectation of physical intimacy. All that is unknown is 

its degree, or the speed of its intensification. A woman is 
left very vulnerable. Furthermore, there is no 
commitment beyond the next date; relationships (and 
thus marriage) are initiated out of a romantic attraction.
It is up to us to teach our daughters how to be self-
respecting women, and our sons how to be respectful 
men of integrity. Basic core values with a bit of old-
fashioned embracing of one’s femininity or masculinity 
— there’s nothing wrong with that.
What is really lacking in this e-generation are basic core 
values of authentic communication, social skills, 
respect for others/self-respect, and the acceptance that 
yes, men are from Mars, and women are from Venus — 
and that’s okay! We can celebrate our differences.
Bottom line:
Ladies, act like a self-respecting lady. Don’t accept half-

invites to hang out. You deserve to be asked out 
properly with proper intentions.
And gentlemen, act the part. Man up and pick up the 
phone and ask her out. If you’re comfortable with your 
masculinity, you will risk the possibility of rejection! 
Hiding behind texts and mails is cowardice. It’s lazy. It 
smacks of insecurity and disrespect for yourself and for 
the one you have your sights on.

Sync-PotpourriSync-Potpourri



KareenaKapoor to slim down for Karan Johar's 
next
KareenaKapoor is set to don a leaner avatar for Karan 
Johar's next home production film GoriTerePyar Mein, 
opposite Imran Khan. The duo would be seen together 
for the second time after Ek Main AurEk Tu. 
PunitMalhotra of I Hate Luv Storys fame will be helming 
the project and it will go on floors from March this year. 

"Punit wants me to look stylishly different in his film. 
Besides, there are five songs in the film, which require a 
lot of dancing. I will still be voluptuous, but the difference 
will be that my appearance will be more toned and fitter 
because I need to acquire such a look for my dance 
numbers," Kareena said in a statement here. In fact, 
Kareena and Imran are going to rehearse their dance 
moves for 18-20 days before shooting the songs. 
Kareena has already started working on her new look.
 

Winning at everything: Salman Khan disses SRK,   
is paid homage by the Deols 
In the world of Salman Khan, it's business as usual. 
While shooting for an ad, directed by someone who is 
mysteriously described as an 'ad-man turned 
filmmaker' (so, R.Balki?), "Salman was his usual self,” 
reports an eyewitness. Salman also recently mentioned 
he doesn't endorse a product unless he actually uses it, 
so you know this shoot was bursting with integrity and 
Salman's hair weave.  “He did not ask any questions 
while shooting, neither did he expect anyone to interfere 
with his take," says the source.Anyway, at some point, 
he had to walk towards his costar in the ad, and that 
went okay, but the director, being a perfectionist, 
whoever it is, Aamir Khan maybe, as we just said 
perfectionist and felt a case of the snoozes coming on, 
asked for another take. Salman was clearly offended. 

"Agar walk karanahaitohkisi model kobulalete!" he said. 
And then, as the product appears in his hands, Salman 
Khan's face is zoomed into, which was great, but the 
director wanted more takes, and thus stepped on 
Salman's last nerve of steel.“Agar acting hi 
karanihaitohHrithikko le lete…Aur agar over acting 
karanihai to Shah Rukhko le lete (If you wanted acting, 
you should have signed Hrithik. And if you wanted over-
acting, you should have signed Shah Rukh),” the actor 
reportedly said. Salman Khan is currently awaiting trial 
on both the hit-and-run case and the blackbuck case. 
The latter will also see actors Saif Ali Khan, Neelam, 
Tabu and SonaliBendre joining Salman in court in 
Jodhpur.
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Timing: Saturday 8 pm
Channel: HUM TV
  
Story of a rigid and brave woman who has 
won the title of Bari Aapa in her family. Her 
husband is afraid of her but has married 
behind her back. Her daughter is facing 
opposition from her for the guy she loves and 
wants to get married to. This is a story of 
about how Bari Aapa accepts adversity.
I was pleased to see such a different plot 
structure yet strongly thoughtful and broadly 
watched. NomanEjaz in the role of Furqan 
has made a fine shift accepting this sort of 
role. Up to this time I saw him in strong 

dominant position no way of bowing down 
before his wife, a possessive and passionate 
spouse, but this time he’s in different mood 
s a y i n g  “ A a p  k  h u k m  k  
baghairpattabhinhehilsktaZubaida!”. It is 
unquestionably a spanking new change  
After“Khamoshyan”, again he is ragged 
between two exclusively different 
personalities. Surprisingly again here the 
second wife is “Ayesha Khan” 
Straight forward and cunning dialogues in 
fact made me confident about Pakistani 
drama industry. Bitterness of Reality, 
craftiness of mock, light criticism and 
elements of humor can be seen by a keen 
observer  eas i ly.  I f  t ru th  be  to ld  
ArjumandRaheem is doing justice with her 
role.Neelum is receiving sympathy of 

spectators by her affectionate character and 
performance. SaniaSaeed did not brawl with 
Ayesha khan in Khamoshyan but I believe 
SaveraNadeem is going to give her a really 
tough time!

Bari Aapa
Murder 3  
15th February , 2013
Randeep Hooda, Aditi Rao Hydari, 
Pakistani actress Mona Lizza

I Love New York  
22th February , 2013
Sunny Deol, Kangna Ranaut,            
R Madhavan

ChashmeBaddoor
22th February , 2013
Ali Zafar, Tapsee Pannu, Rishi 
Kapoor, Juhi Chawla

“Special 26" SPECIAL 26 may be a fictionalized 
account of events that occurred in the 1980s, but Neeraj 
ensures it  does not transform into a dry 
film/documentary that focuses completely and 
absolutely on the incidents. The film has the soul of a 
thriller and the director makes sure that it not only 
enlightens [to the present-day viewer], but entertains as 
well. While the volatile plot and enthralling drama 
catches your attention, the execution of the written 

material, besides proficient performances from each 
and every member of the cast, makes SPECIAL 26 a 
game changer, a worthy follow up to the director's A 
WEDNESDAY.SPECIAL 26 brings to the big screen the 
scandalous and outrageous incidents that occurred in 
the 1980s. The film narrates the story of a group of con 
men who orchestrated and executed a series of 
robberies, targeting the rich and famous, business 
magnets and politicians by posing as CBI or IT officers, 
under the pretext of confiscating unaccounted wealth 
[black money from their premises.

Upcoming Movies
Drama Review

In The Cimena

Movie Review

West of Memphis
Thu, Fri, Sat: 
2:00, 5:15, 8:30

Broken City
Thu, Fri, Sat: 
1:15, 3:50, 9:45

Jack Reacher
Thu, Fri, Sat: 
1:15, 4:15, 7:15

The Impossible
Thu, Fri, Sat: 
1:55, 4:35, 7:20

Cineplex Montreal
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Not married, says ZeenatAman
Yesteryear actress ZeenatAman has recently been in 
the news for her relationship with a 36-year-old Pune-
based man. There have also been enthusiastic rumors 
of the two having tied the knot and living together in his 
Bandra residence.Could this mystery man referred to in 

several media reports as Sarfaraz Ahmed, be a Pune-
based politician who also runs a real estate 
company?According to sources, Sarfaraz is 24 years 
younger to Zeenat and has property in Bandra as well. 
And although Zeenat has confirmed being in a 
relationship, the man's identity remains unconfirmed.A 
source says, "After she got divorced from Sanjay Khan 
and later her second husband Mazhar Khan passed 
away, Zeenat decided never to get married again. But 
they say, never say never."Sources say that her two 
sons Azaan, 26 and Zahaan, 23 have given their mom a 
go-ahead. Zeenat tells us, "All the rumours about me 
being already married is baseless. Please respect my 
privacy.”

Keira Knightley doesn't want a big wedding
Jack Ryan actress Keira Knightley isn't a fan of lavish 
ceremonies at her wedding with all-star guest lists and 
instead she will be having a more private and intimate 

affair when she finally weds 
her Klaxons fiance James 
Righton. She said: "I could 
have six fake weddings. 
God ,  tha t  wou ld  be  
expensive. We're not really 
big-wedding types. I don't 
need to have all that." The 
striking 27-year-old beauty 
admits her limited taste in 
music means she has little 
in common with James - 
who she has been dating 
since February 2011 - but 

enjoys the fresh perspective being involved with a 
musician gives her. Keira mused: "I'm not someone who 
listens to a lot of music. But I get wonderful perspective 
by being with someone who is less like me than more 
like me. The way he thinks is something I don't get. We 
come at things from totally different angles.”
 

Penelope Cruz pregnant with second child?
Penelope Cruz is reportedly pregnant.The All The Pretty 
Horses actress and her Skyfall actor husband Javier 
Bardem are thought to be expecting a sibling for their 

two-year-old son Leonardo, according to the New York 
Post's Page Six.The couple - who had been friends for 

years - started dating in 2007 and married in early July 
2010 in an intimate ceremony at a friend's home in the 
Bahamas.Penelope, 43, has previously spoken out 
about how motherhood has transformed her life.She 
said: "From the first second, you feel so much love."It is 
a revolutionary experience. That's the best way I can 
describe it. It transforms you completely, in a second. 
Nature is very wise and gives you nine months to 
prepare, but in that moment, when you see that face, 
you are transformed forever."She is also determined to 
keep her kids out of the public eye, despite hers and 43-
year-old Javier's successful careers

Yuvraj Singh, Kim Sharma avoid each other at 
party”
Ex flames Yuvraj Singh and Kim Sharma were once 
again under the same roof. But the cricketer and the 
starlet preferred to avoid each other and did not even 
come face-to-face at the event. They were spotted at a 
channel's 20th anniversary bash on Friday night at a 
hotel in Worli.Says an onlooker, "There were hushed 
whispers when people realised that Kim and Yuvi were 
there. But both just kept to themselves.Though Kim 

appeared to be alert and looking in all directions, Yuvraj 
preferred to stick in a corner with SushmitaSen who was 
with her gang of pals. He was seen constantly clicking 
snapshots with his mobile with select Bollywood folks in 
his own zone."Adds the onlooker, "Kim was spotted at a 
social do after a while. Though she was moving around 
at the venue, she made sure that she did not come in 
seeing distance of Yuvraj.”

Priyanka Chopra ready to get hitched?
Priyanka Chopra, who has been avoiding questions 
about her impending marriage since long and has been 
linked with many actors, may be the next Bollywood 
queen to tie the knot.The 30-year-old actress’ maternal 
aunt seems to have found the perfect match for her 

niece in the form of ‘Devon KeDev – Mahadev’ star 
MohitRaina.According to reports, Priyanka’s aunt found 
the small screen actor to be a suitable match because 
she feels he is a well-behaved, honest, young man and 
an exceptionally good actor.On the other hand, Mohit 
was left red faced when asked about this because he 
had no idea about the proposal and only managed to 
say that he was thankful to Priyanka’s aunt for 
considering him as a suitable life partner for the Diva.All 
we can do is wait and watch whether Priyanka gives her 
nod for this relation!

Emma Watson reveals strip hell
London: Emma Watson has revealed that she did not 
enjoy performing the strip scene in her new movie.The 
‘Harry Potter’ star said that 
in ‘The Perks of Being a 
Wallflower,’ she does not 
like the scene where she 
peels off to her undies, and 
co-star Logan Lerman, 21, 
grabs her boobs, the Daily 
Star reported.Talking about 
the scene where she 
performs a song from ‘The 
Rocky Horror Picture 
Show’, Emma said: “I hated 
doing this so much.”
  

A.R Rahman`s son gives debut performance at 
CIFF
Chennai: Oscar-winning Indian composer A.R 
Rahman`s son Ameen gave his first public performance 
at the opening ceremony of 10th Chennai International 
Film Festival (CIFF) here Thursday.The 10-year-old 
Ameen performed a short medley on the piano from 
Mani Ratnam`s "Roja" to a full house here, while 
students from Rahman`s KM music conservatory also 
entertained with exhilarating performances.Members 

f rom KM foundat ion  cho i r  per formed "A l  
M a d d a t h M a u l a "  f r o m  A a m i r K a n  s t a r r e r  
"MangalPandey" and two of Rahman`s greatest Tamil 
hits from "ThirudaThiruda" and "Kadhalan".The event 
was led by Tamil actress SuhasiniManiratnam along 
with Tamil actor R. Sarath Kumar, president, South 
Indian Artists Association and Tamil director Ameer and 
cinematographer S.P Jananathan.Speaking at the 
event, Sarath Kumar said: "This event wouldn`t have 
been possible without the support of Tamil Nadu 
government and the relentless effort of Suhasini and her 
team".best,” he said.
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Montreal Camp Fair on February 17
Parents can meet representatives of more than 40 
day and sleepover camps at the 12th annual 
Montreal Families' Camp Fair @
Sunday, February 17 - Noon to 4 p.m.
Holiday Inn - Pointe Claire

If you want to send your child to a certain camp on 
specific weeks, you need to book early.  Some day 
camps start taking registration as early as January and 
the popular ones fill up quickly. But if you have a flexible 
schedule and don’t have your heart set on one specific 

camp, you can also register your child throughout the 
spring monthsTo help parents get as much information 

about summer programs as possible, Montreal Families 
has been organizing a Camp Fair for the past 12 years. 
This year, it will be held on Sunday, February 17 from 
noon to 4 p.m. at the Holiday Inn Pointe Claire, 6700 
Trans Canada Highway (Highway 40 & St. Jean Blvd.).
At this FREE event, representatives of more than 40 
camps set up booths and talks to parents about their 
programs. They often have former campers who can 
chat about their experiences, video footage, photos, 
brochures and senior staff who can answer questions 
and allay any fears or concerns parents might have. 
Parents can learn about a multitude of camps that 
specialize in a particular sport such as horseback riding, 
tennis or soccer, and others that have many different 
activities throughout the week.  There will also be many 
sleepover (residential) camps represented from 
Quebec and Ontario and the United States.
There is FREE parking available at the back of the hotel.  
And make sure to bring the kids; we will have a kids’ 
animator on site making balloon sculptures.

Choosing a summer camp
Choosing a summer camp for your child can be an 
overwhelming procedure based upon your 
requirements. Some focus on specific activities like 
theatre and swimming, while others offer  more 
traditional programs of arts, crafts, sports and group fun. 
So many choices, so many decisions.To make the 
process little easier for the parents here is a handy guide 
that will make the process a little less daunting.

Early bird specials: In February, summer seems like a 
long way off. But many camps, especially the residential 
(sleepover) ones, are already taking registrations and 
spots tend to fill up quickly. At day camps, the weeks in 
late June and early July (right before the so-called 
“construction holiday”) are very popular and also tend to 
book quickly. If you would like to enrol your child for 
sessions in August, check the program dates carefully. 

Consider your kids tastes in the selection process. 
Try to get a sense of what they want from camp — a 
chance to learn a new sport or an opportunity to make 
new friends. They may also share some of their fears if 
you engage them in conversation.

Think about using the buddy system. Many kids 
worry about not knowing anyone at camp. Having a 
buddy — either a sibling close in age or a friend — can 
alleviate some of that stress. This can be particularly 
true if a child is attending a residential camp for the first 
time. So start asking around to see if and when your 
child’s friends are attending camp so you can pair up.

Do your research. The Internet has made it easy to 
research and find basic information about summer 
camps. The Quebec Camping Association’s website, 
www.camps.qc.ca, has an online directory of certified 
camps in the province.

Q: Saeed from Montreal asks, I had a baby last 
month and I am a self employed, am I eligible for 
Child benefits or unemplyement insurance?

Ans: You have asked a very good question, the detail 
below will explain how the system works,

Eligibility for Benefits Registering:
You can enter into an agreement, or register, with the 
Canada Employment Insurance Commission through 
Service Canada if you:

 operate your own business, or if you work for a 
corporation but cannot access EI benefits because 
you control more than 40% of the corporation’s 
voting shares; and

 are either a Canadian citizen or a permanent 
resident of Canada.

Note: Some individuals who work independently and 
are not hired as employees cannot register for these EI 
special benefits because they are already eligible to 
receive benefits through the regular EI program: 
barbers, hairdressers, taxi drivers, drivers of other 
passenger vehicles who are not hired as employees but 
whose employment is insurable under the EI 
Regulations, and fishers who are included as insured 
persons under the EI Fishing Regulations.

Qualifying for EI:
Once you have registered and waited 12 months from 
the date of your confirmed registration, you will qualify 
for EI special benefits if:

 you have reduced the amount of time devoted to 
your business by more than 40% because:
  your child was born
  you are caring for your newborn or adopted 

 child or children;
  you are ill, injured, or in quarantine; or 
  you need to provide care or support to a gravely 

 ill family member;

 you have earned a minimum amount of self-
employed earnings during the calendar year 
preceding the year you submit a claim. This amount 
may change from year to year.  If you want to 
apply for benefits in 2013, for example, you would 
need to earn at least $6,342 in 2012; and

 for EI sickness claims – you have provided a 
medical certificate as proof that you are unable to 
work because of illness, injury, or quarantine; or
 for compassionate care benefit claims – you have 

provided medical proof showing that a gravely ill 
family member who is at risk of dying within 26 
weeks needs your care or support; or

 for EI maternity or parental benefit claims – you 
have provided the expected date of birth of the 
child and the actual birth date once it has 
occurred, or the official placement date in the 
case of adoption.

If you are self-employed and are also receiving 
insurable earnings as an employee, you can choose to 
apply for EI special benefits either as a self-employed 
person or as an employee, as long as you qualify for 
both.

Important Message for Quebec Residents Who 
Apply for Maternity/Parental Benefits:
On March 15, the Government of Canada changed the 
Employment Insurance (EI) Regulations, which affects 
Records of Employment (ROEs). The changes apply 
only to ROEs that employers submit electronically 
through Service Canada's online services, such as ROE 
Web. Electronic Records of Employment are accessible 
online for a period of 2 years and they can be viewed in 
My Service Canada Account.

If you apply for maternity/parental benefits through the 
Quebec Parental Insurance Program, Service Canada 
cannot issue you an EI access code.

How to Apply
If you are a resident of Quebec and would like to file a 
new claim for benefits for a birth or adoption, there are 
two ways to apply for benefits:

By using online Québec Parental Insurance Plan online 
services. Or,
By calling the customer service centre, at 
1 888 610-7727.

Parents Sharing Benefits
Quebec Parental Insurance Plan (QPIP) and 
Employment Insurance (EI) offer parents the 
opportunity to share parental benefits. In most 
instances, both parents will receive benefits from the 

same program — either EI or QPIP. In a few cases, 
when parents don't reside in the same province when 
the first claim for benefits is made for a birth or adoption, 
the parents will have to apply for benefits from different 
programs. Parents who wish to share benefits must 
decide how benefits will be shared when the first parent 
files a claim for parental or adoption benefit. If the claim 
is filed in Quebec, the person should contact the 
Ministry of Employment and Social Solidarity of Quebec 
(MESSQ). If the claim is filed outside Quebec, Service 
Canada should be contacted.

If the parents cannot decide how to share benefits when 
a claim is filed, the parent residing in Quebec will contact 
MESSQ and the other parent residing outside of 
Quebec will contact the Service Canada Office. A 
formula, agreed upon by the Governments of Quebec 
and Canada, is in place to divide the weeks between the 
parents.
 
If you have more question please do send us your exact 
profession so I can answer you based on your 
profession.

Ask ProfessionalAsk ProfessionalAsk Professional

Siddique Katiya, the name 
does not require any further 
introduction, one of the most 
valuable professional and 
community worker in South 
Asian community with years 
of experience in civil service. 
community organizations 
and cultural issues.  He has 
always been there for the 
community when community 
needs him. Professional 
background in Accounting
and Taxation laws with comprehensive knowledge of 
federal, provincial and city compliance and legal 
matters , and when it comes to religion his knowledge 
surpass most scholars, he has always been a true 
guide for the community.

Syncmag is happy to announce that he agreed to our 
request to answer questions from the community, 
readers are welcome to ask any question, he will 
answer them in this section. You can send your 
questions to:
asksprofessional@syncmag.ca
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Women’s WC: India to play for pride against           
Pakistan
Sent crashing out of the Women’s World Cup by Sri 
Lanka, India would seek to restore some pride when 
they take on arch-rivals Pakistan in their 7-8th 
classification match in Cuttack tomorrow.The 

humiliating 138-run defeat against Sri Lanka last night 
also meant that India will now have to go through the 
qualifiers to feature in the next edition of the World cup 
four years later.The collective failure of the top order 
batsmen in their last two matches even in home 
conditions has hurt the team badly and India will need to 
regroup quickly to prevent an equally demoralising 
Pakistanis emerging victorious.The pressure will be on 
the Indians who have been hit hard by a sudden slump 
in form of their key batsmen after a comfortable 105-run 
win against the West Indies in the tournament opener 
and the inexperienced bowling attack has only 
compounded the misery for the hosts.Sri Lanka’s 
batting fired in unison as they posted a competitive 282 
for five in a must-win game for both sides. India were at 
the backfoot from the very beginning of the run chase 
and they were bundled out for a paltry 144 in 42.2 overs.

Stars' JaromirJagr sinks Oilers with OT winner
JaromirJagr scored in overtime as the Dallas Stars won 
two games in a row for the first time this season, 
defeating the injury-riddled Edmonton Oilers 3-2 on 
Wednesday n ight .Jagr  beat  Oi lers  goal ie  
DevanDubnyk 1:46 into overtime with a high wrist shot 
for his third goal of the season.Jamie Benn and Derek 
Roy scored in regulation for the Stars, who improved to 
5-5-1.Ales Hemsky and Justin Schultz scored in 
response for the Oilers, who were without three of their 

top four centres — Ryan Nugent-Hopkins (day-to-day 
with a shoulder injury), Shawn Horcoff (broken knuckle) 
and Eric Belanger (broken toes).Adding to their woes, 
centre Anton Lander left the game in the first period with 
a foot injury.The Oilers (4-3-3) are now winless in their 
last four games.There were few good chances in a 
rather sedate first period, most of them belong to the 
Stars while they were short handed. Dallas had several 
odd-man rushes late in the first and almost converted on 
one of them as Cody Eakin had Dubnyk beat but rang 
his shot off the post.

Fresh faces will shine at Sochi Olympics
I'm happy to admit to being a bit of an Olympic junkie. 
Summer or winter, I can usually be found glued to my TV 
or computer screen, watching the events and results as 
they unfold.The 2014 Sochi Winter Games are one year 

away, and it's fun for me to think about the podium 
possibilities in figure skating that haven't really been 
discussed yet.One thing's for sure: there are a number 
of skaters that weren't on the radar last time around, in 
2010 in Vancouver.As far as newcomers are 
concerned, the name that jumps to the front of my mind 
is Russia's 16-year-old national champion 
ElizavetaTuktamysheva. She holds the highest free 
skate score of the season, which she accomplished at 
the European championships on her way to collecting a 
bronze medal. Her jumps are sublime. Her style has an 
imperious quality that screams "diva" and draws me in 
every time.

Watson ton drives Australia to series victory
Canberra: Shane Watson celebrated his return to 
international cricket with a sparkling innings of 122 to 
drive Australia to a 39-run victory over West Indies in the 

third one-dayer and an unassailable 3-0 series lead.The 
31-year-old opener's 111-ball knock on Wednesday 
helped Australia to 329 for seven in their 50 overs and 
West Indies flirted with reaching the big victory target 
before James Faulkner (4-48) polished them off for 290 
with 15 balls to spare.Darren Bravo top scored with 86 
for West Indies, who will be playing only for pride in the 
remaining two matches in Sydney and Melbourne after 
a third emphatic defeat.It was the first one-day 
international ever played in the nation's capital and the 
Manuka Oval track certainly gave the batsmen plenty of 
opportunity to score runs.

Maxwell surprise millionaire at IPL-6 auction
Chennai: The Indian Premier League (IPL) auction 
again sprang surprises. Australia all-rounder Glen 
Maxwell became a millionaire and lesser known names 

attracted hefty pay packets from the franchises while 
marquee players Michael Clarke and Ricky Ponting 

failed to get beyond their base price. Maxwell was the 
only one to hit the $1 million-mark on a day when the 
nine teams bought 37 players out of 108 available, 
s p e n d i n g  a  t o t a l  o f  $ 1 1 . 8 9  
million.AbhishekNayarfetched the highest price among 
the seven Indians on offer, with Pune Warriors spending 
$675,000 for the all-rounder.The buying trend put 
Australians at top while the Sri Lankans were not far 
behind.Pune Warriors bought mystery spinner 
AjanthaMendis for $725,000 after a three-way battle 
with Mumbai Indians and Kolkata Knight Riders. Mendis 
had a base price of $50,000. However, in-form spinner 
RanganaHerath and wicket-keeper Dinesh Chandimal 
found no takers.Fast bowler ThisaraPerera was taken 
by Sunrisers Hyderabad for $675,000 while Kolkata 
Knight Riders paid $625,000 for all-rounder 
SachitraSenanayke, who has played a couple of T20 
Internationals. They both had a base price of $50,000.

Rafael Nadal earns doubles win after 7-month 
absence from tennis

Rafael Nadal has won his first match after being away 
for more than seven months because of an inflamed left 
knee. The former No. 1-ranked Nadal partnered Juan 
Monaco to defeat the Czech pair of Frantisek Cermak 
and Lukas Dlouhy 6-3,6-2 on Tuesday in the VTR clay-
court tournament in this Pacific coastal resort city.

Quebec keeps playoff hopes alive in junior 
curling championships
Felix Asselin of Quebec defeated Northern Ontario's 
Matthew Roberts 6-4 on Tuesday night to keep his 
playoff hopes alive at the M&M Meat Shops Canadian 

junior curling championships.It was a clutch 
performance as both teams entered the match with 2-3 
records and both needed a win to move on.It was also a 
bounce back victory for Asselin, who dropped a 5-3 
decision earlier in the day to Nova Scotia's Stuart 
Thompson."We kept our cool. We knew it wasn't going 
to be an easy game coming back from a loss," said 
Asselin.Now Quebec is part of an eight-team 
championship round-robin that will play Wednesday 
and Thursday. The top four teams from Pool A will take 
on the top four teams from Pool B, with the records from 
the first phase of the competition carrying over.The top 
three teams will make the weekend playoffs, with the 
first-place team advancing to Saturday's final, and the 
second- and third-place teams meeting in the semi.
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